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1.A Introduction
One of our key objectives at Pepco is to provide safe, reliable and reasonably priced electric power to our
customers, the end users of electricity. It is imperative that the process of designing and installing new or
modified service connections flows smoothly, so that each service is completed efficiently. This
circumstance can occur only if the design and construction community with which we interface is informed
about the needs and services of Pepco as they relate to the development process. Pepco is committed
to cooperating with its customers, and/or their authorized representatives in this community in order to
meet these objectives.
This manual has been prepared to help both new and experienced members of the construction and
design community understand Pepco’s service connection policy. The manual is intended to clarify
Pepco’s design and construction policies and practices for prospective owners, developers and
contractors involved in the electric service connection process within our service territory. Through
familiarity and compliance with these policies, projects can proceed to scheduled completion without
delay in the electric service process. NOTE: THIS MANUAL DOES NOT APPLY TO HIGH-VOLTAGE
CUSTOMERS.
Throughout this manual, reference is made to “the customer.” It is important to note that “the customer”
may be the owner of a project, the engineering consultant, the architect, the general contractor, the
electrical contractor or any other party representing the owner in obtaining electric service for a project.
Pepco assumes that all requests for electric service are being made on behalf of the project owner, and
that the requesting party is authorized to make commitments, financial, scheduling or other, for the owner
unless we have been notified to the contrary. Once the service has been completed, the Pepco
“customer” is the firm or individual who is responsible for paying the monthly bill for electric usage.
Pepco intends to maintain, update and improve this manual as conditions warrant. Any suggestions
along these lines should be brought to the attention of appropriate Pepco Customer Design personnel.

1.B Overview
The efficient installation of a service connection depends on the orderly flow of information between the
customer and Pepco, as well as timely processing of this information by each party. The delineation of
the responsibilities of these parties is as follows:

1.B.1 Customer Responsibilities
A.

Furnish necessary plans and load information to Pepco with at least 6 to 9 months of lead
time to allow for design and construction.

B.

Inform Pepco of the proposed in-service date (date the service will be required). If this
date changes, notify Pepco. Pepco will make every effort to accommodate in-service date
requests. However, current workload will dictate our ability to meet these requests.

C.

Design on-site structural facilities for the electric service connection, related primary cable,
and transformers in accordance with direction in Pepco’s Class of Service and, if provided
by Pepco, the service sketch.

D.

Submit five (5) copies of on-site structural design drawings to Pepco for approval.
Pepco’s receipt and approval of these structural facility drawings signifies the start of
Pepco’s service design process for the project.

E.

Construct on-site structural facilities according to drawings approved by Pepco.
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F.

Obtain inspection/certification of on-site structural facilities from Pepco Conduit Inspector
prior to the encasement and/or backfilling of on-site structural facilities.

G.

Provide Pepco with service equipment drawings (4 copies) for all services where the rating
of the service equipment totals 1200 amperes or more. This submittal must include
manufacturer drawings of points of Pepco termination, all current transformer
cabinets/compartments, regardless of the rating, and plan and elevation drawings of the
electric room.

H.

Obtain inspection/approval (TPF or Cut-In) of the service equipment installation from
appropriate governmental agencies and/or jurisdictions.

I.

Pay the service connection fee. Pepco will not schedule any construction prior to receipt of
payment.

J.

Supply a commitment letter and a Purchase Order to Pepco, if applicable. These
requirements apply to approved Government customers, and must be met before Pepco
will schedule any construction.

K.

Notify Pepco when the installation of the service connection is ready to be scheduled for
Pepco construction.

1.B.2 Pepco Responsibilities
A.

Respond to the Class of Service application and, if deemed necessary by Pepco, prepare
a service sketch. This response will be based on the plans and load information received
from the customer, and typically requires 2 weeks.

B.

Review and approve customer drawings of on-site structural facilities within 2 weeks of
receipt from the customer.

C.

Prepare Pepco construction drawings for both on-site and off-site Pepco facilities following
receipt of on-site structural drawings from customer. The duration for preparing the Pepco
construction drawing varies depending on the scope of the project.

D.

Obtain necessary permits for proposed Pepco work in public space and easements or
rights-of-way for proposed Pepco work on private property. If necessary, the customer
may be required to obtain easements from other parties so that Pepco can serve the
customer.

E.

Review and approve the service equipment drawings submitted by the customer within 2
weeks of receipt.

F.

Invoice the customer for the service connection fee.

G.

Schedule and install the service connection and related mainline facilities.
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1.B.3 Time Requirements of the Service Connection Process
Since each project is unique, it is not possible to establish rigid timeframes that can account for all
situations. Most projects require 3 to 9 months to complete the design and construction. Unusual size,
complexities and/or permit/easement problems can cause a project duration to extend beyond the
average. The customer must not assume that a project with a relatively small service will take any less
time to design or complete construction. There are instances when projects that require very little on-site
work will require extensive public space extensions by Pepco.
The customer should notify Pepco at the earliest possible date of a proposed service connection by
submitting an Application for Class of Service form. These forms are available on Pepco’s website at
www.pepco.com and at each of the regional offices for pick up, or can be mailed or faxed to your office.
Contact the appropriate Pepco Regional office to have an application mailed or faxed.
Since all of the required information may not be needed or available at the same time, it is important to
coordinate with the Pepco representative at the beginning of the development process to determine the
sequence and timing of submittals. The maximum amount of lead time will provide the most flexibility and
opportunity for Pepco to provide service when it is needed by the customer. Pepco is committed to
customer satisfaction, but without adequate lead-time service connections can be delayed.

1.B.4 Pepco Contacts
Service connection work in Pepco’s Service area is divided among three Customer Design regional
offices:
Montgomery County Region
201 West Gude Drive
Rockville, MD 20855
301-670-8700
FAX: 301-670-8728
Prince George’s County Region
8300 Old Marlboro Pike
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772
301-967-5800
FAX: 301-967-5820
District of Columbia Region
701 Ninth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20068
202-331-6292
FAX: 202-331-6234
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1.C Pricing, Billing, and Payment Policies
The customer service connection fee is based on Pepco’s estimated installation cost, without profit. The
cost includes labor, materials, transportation, taxes and related administrative and overhead fees. The
full extent of the work must be known before a price can be quoted. Therefore, the final charges are not
available until after the design is complete. Rough estimated costs, based on general assumptions, may
be given initially upon the customer’s request, but these cost estimates are for budget purposes only and
are not a commitment on the part of Pepco.
When the final cost has been determined, the customer will be sent an invoice. Pepco requests that no
payment be made until an invoice has been received. Pepco requires full payment and appropriate
notification of jurisdictional electrical inspection prior to releasing any projects to our Construction
Department. The invoice is generally payable upon receipt and no service work will be started until all
payments have been received. Payments may take up to a week to process, so they should be made
early to avoid service delays.
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2.A Introduction
The reliable and timely installation of electric service benefits both our customers and Pepco. For this
reason, Pepco cooperates fully with its customers and their authorized representatives. The customer is
responsible for designing, building, owning and maintaining all on-site electric service structural facilities.
However, Pepco is still accountable for all electric service facilities planned for installation. Therefore,
Pepco designers shall designate the general electric service structural system configuration and
physical/structural point of service (point of attachment) to be further designed and built by our customers
on private property. Once the structural system design is complete, our customers must obtain Pepco
engineering approval of all electric service structural drawings, before the design process can continue.
Every new or expanded commercial service presents its own unique set of circumstances and
challenges. However, many of the design steps listed in this section are relatively common to all
commercial service projects. A good understanding of each of these steps and their information
requirements will help expedite your request to obtain electric service.
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2.B Pepco’s Commercial Service Design Process
Pepco’s commercial service design process is divided into ten separate steps or milestones. In general,
all ten steps must be completed before your project will be transferred to Pepco’s construction
department. In at least five of the steps, you must provide the required information before Pepco can
proceed with the following steps. Therefore, it is important that you develop and submit design
information as soon as it is finalized. Adherence to this process allows Pepco to design, construct and
maintain an economical and reliable electric service to meet your needs. In general, the design process
steps are as follows:
1.

Project Initiation & Collection of Information Requirements

2.

Application for and Response to the Class of Service

3.

Approval of Customer Structural Facility Drawings & Switchgear Drawings

4.

Site Investigation & Collection of Additional Information

5.

Concession of Easements & Rights-of-Way

6.

Generation of Pepco Design

7.

Application for and Receipt of Public Space Permits

8.

Invoice & Payment of Contribution in Aid of Construction

9.

Receipt of Inspections

10.

Finalization of Pepco Design

The following paragraphs give a brief description of the steps listed above.
requirements to provide information.

They include any

2.B.1 Project Initiation & Information Requirements
Project initiation begins when you notify Pepco that you need service. The earliest possible notification is
essential when trying to meet the scheduled installation of your service. Pepco processes thousands of
requests for service in the District of Columbia and Maryland each year. Early notification allows
designers to work your request into an already busy schedule. Late requests often result in designers
trying to work the design effort into an already full schedule with limited resources. This circumstance
usually results in a failed attempt to obtain service by the requested date.
To notify Pepco that you need service, contact the appropriate number listed for your jurisdiction in
Section 1 under “Pepco Contacts,” or fill out the Class of Service Application form available on
http://www.pepco.com/custdesign_frms.htm. When you contact the Pepco representative or fill out this
form, you must provide specific information depending on your type of service. It is best to have this
information prepared in advance so that the initiation phase passes quickly and one of Pepco’s designers
can begin to prepare your service design. Pepco designers cannot begin their design until all of the
necessary project initiation information has been provided.
You should have the following applicable information available at project initiation:
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Schedule Information:
In order for Pepco to design and install the electric service and plan for system improvements, each
customer must provide reliable schedule information. At project initiation you should be ready to provide
at least the following dates:
1.

Customer Ready Date (customer ready for Pepco to begin construction).

2.

Requested Completion Date (date electric service becomes energized).

If regularly informed about the status of the project, Pepco can schedule the design and installation of the
electrical facilities to meet your needs. When projects involve multiple buildings and multiple services,
pay particular attention to the planned sequence of building completion and the associated varying needs
for electric services.
General Commercial Load/Design Information:
1.

Contact Information (Owner, Developer, Designer, Electrical Contractor)

2.

Requested Service Supply Voltage & Phases (in Volts)

3.

Planned Switch/Switchgear/CT Cabinet Size (in Rated Amperes)

4.

Interior & Exterior Lighting Load (connected KW)

5.

Receptacle Load (connected KW)

6.

Number of Elevators, their Nameplate Load, and Largest Motor (connected KW)

7.

Air Conditioning Load and Largest A/C Motor Load (connected KW)

8.

Cooking Equipment Load(s) (connected KW)

9.

Heating Load(s) (connected KW)

10.

Miscellaneous Load and Any Associated Motor Loads (connected KW)

11.

Emergency/Non-Emergency Standby Generator System & Size (in KW)

12.

Fire Prevention System (fire pump) Intent & Size (in KW & HP)

13.

Site Plans

14.

Switchgear load breakdown by area and type of installation served

Multi-Dwelling Unit Load/Design Information:
1.

Number of Units and Square Footage for Each Unit Type

2.

Type of Heating and Air-Conditioning (Gas or Electric Heat/AC/Hot Water, etc.)

3.

Common Area Electrical Loads

2.B.2 Application for and Response to the Class of Service
Once Pepco has the initial project information, a designer will be assigned to develop a “preliminary
service sketch” or initial design for your service. Therefore, submit your site and utility plans, including a
detailed site survey, to the appropriate customer representative as soon as possible. These plans will be
reviewed by Pepco’s designer, who will respond to your request by forwarding a “Class of Service
response”. The Class of Service response contains information for the developer regarding Pepco’s
ability to provide the requested service. It may also include your preliminary service sketch, which is
intended as a guide to help you prepare your structural facility drawings (more below).
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The completed Class of Service response is Pepco’s response to your request for electric service.
However, before Pepco can respond to your request, Pepco must have complete and final site and load
information. When you receive the response, you should read it thoroughly— it contains important
information pertaining to your service design. The Class of Service response will also inform you of any
additional information you must provide in order for Pepco to continue the design process. Without this
additional information, Pepco may not be able to develop your formal service design.
Pepco requires structural facility drawings for all commercial service designs. Additionally, the Class of
Service response will specify whether or not switchgear drawings are required (services above 1200A).
When preparing your switchgear drawings, ensure that fully dimensioned plan and elevation views of the
equipment and electric room are shown.
The Class of Service response will include the following information:
1.

Number of service terminations.

2.

Voltage, phase and number of wires to be provided.

3.

Starting current permitted.

4.

Type of service connection (i.e., overhead or underground).

5.

Approximate cost of the service connection (if available).

6.

Metering equipment to be provided by Pepco.

7.

Number and type of service cables proposed as well as the termination facilities to be
provided by the customer.

If appropriate, the Class of Service package will include Pepco standard drawings for transformer pads,
manholes, conduit, etc.
The Class of Service response is valid for one year. If the project is not started within one year, all
appropriate information must be resubmitted to Pepco.

The Service Sketch:
The Pepco preliminary service sketch that may be attached to your Class of Service response provides a
general layout of proposed, customer-built, structural facilities. The sketch is intended to help you develop
your structural facility design. The service sketch shows transformer types and tentative locations,
service termination points, required manholes, duct lines (including size and number of ducts), and the
connection point with the Pepco-built structural facilities in public spaces. The service sketch is meant to
convey specific information about what must be built, but only general information about where. In
general, it defines the following:
1.

Type of structures required to house or support Pepco’s facilities.

2.

Symbols, reference drawings and conditions that are required on the customer’s design
drawing.

3.

Suggested approximate location of on-site structural facilities.

4.

Location where Pepco will connect to the customer’s structural facilities.

The service sketch is not intended to show the location of existing or proposed non-electrical on-site
utilities or other obstruction data.
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2.B.3 Approval of Customer Structural Facility Drawings & Switchgear Drawings
In accord with Public Service Commission requirements, you must design, furnish, install, own and
maintain all structural components that house, protect or support Pepco-owned electrical components,
(e.g., poles, trench, conduit, pads, manholes, rooms, raceways, lighting, ventilation, drainage, etc.)
located on your property, either inside or outside the building. Thus it is your responsibility to design and
install the on-site structural facilities necessary to provide electric service as specified by Pepco.
Pepco’s engineering personnel will specify the individual components necessary for the minimum
structural system; and they will also provide appropriate specifications and details for each structural item.
However, it is your responsibility to design a structural system that will satisfy Pepco’s requirements. Use
care to ensure that the proposed structural facilities do not conflict with other on-site utilities or
obstructions and that the design maintains proper clearances for the safe operation of equipment in
accordance with applicable regulations and codes. You must provide the complete structural facility
design to Pepco in the form of a detailed site-relative drawing signed by you or your design contractor.
The next section explains how to develop your structural facility drawings and how to utilize Pepco’s
service sketch, if applicable, when designing the on-site structural system.

Developing Structural Drawings:
As stated earlier, your structural facility drawings are the complete design for the electric service on
private property. Since Pepco is accountable for the entire electric service design, you cannot begin
construction of the on-site facilities until Pepco has approved your structural facility drawings. As Pepco
reviews your drawing(s), the designer will note on each sheet any corrections and/or additions required.

Design Considerations:
If applicable, use the Pepco service sketch only as a guide while preparing your design. Other
obstruction data or site conditions may make it necessary to significantly change the service route as
originally shown on Pepco’s service sketch. In these cases, please consult with the designer. Outlined
below are general guidelines and considerations listed by structure type to assist in designing the on-site
structural facilities.

General Site Information:
1.

Define the plan view of the job site by showing all adjacent streets and property lines. Your
drawing should be legible and to scale and include bearings, distances and parcel
identification, such as lot and block designation.

2.

Locate and show driveways, sidewalks, building entrances, windows and ventilation systems.

3.

Show on-site utilities/obstructions such as water, sewer, gas and drains.

4.

Indicate grade lines, both existing and proposed.

5.

Dimension all building corners from property lines.

6.

Include detailed construction notes describing all work being done.

7.

List all standard conditions provided with your Class of Service response.

8.

Label each structural facility and describe your plan using sequential numbers assigned to
each pad, manhole or termination point.

9.

Include the following note on all drawings: “NOTE: Customer to build, own and maintain all
structural facilities located on private property.”
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Locating Transformer Pads:
Refer to Pepco Definitive Design Drawing No. CD 006, Section 5-E when locating transformer pads on
your structural facility plans.
1.

Maintain a minimum of five (5) feet clearance from any existing and/or proposed underground
utility.

2.

Maintain not less than minimum clearances from doors and entrances, air intake openings,
windows and barriers.

3.

Provide protection for Pepco’s transformer on all sides exposed to vehicular traffic. This can
be done by installing bumper pipes or masonry walls on the sides that are exposed to
vehicular traffic. Bumper pipes or masonry walls are not required for transformer protection if
the transformer pad is separated from any paved surface subject to vehicular traffic by a
minimum of eight (8) feet at the front of the pad and five (5) feet on all other sides, or as
otherwise determined by Pepco’s conduit inspector.

4.

Install the transformer pad on a level area with a minimum of ten (10) feet of clear and level
operating space in front of the transformer pad. Also, maintain a minimum of three (3) feet of
clear space on the sides and rear of the transformer pad.

5.

If possible, the front of the transformer pad should be placed in such a way as to prevent the
crossing of primary and service ducts. This simplifies the installation and maintenance of
conduits.

6.

The minimum number of service conduits required from the pad to the switch room will be
specified on the service sketch or in the Class of Service. The remaining service ducts
should be stubbed a minimum of one (1) foot out from the transformer pad and directed away
from obstructions. On all transformer pads, four (4) primary conduit bends must leave the
transformer pad. One additional two-inch (2”) conduit must be stubbed to the left when facing
the front of the transformer pad for grounding purposes.

Manhole Design:
Refer to the Pepco service sketch or class of service response for the required number, size, and type of
manholes. Locate manholes so that there is a minimum of five (5) feet of clearance between the manhole
exterior walls and any existing and/or proposed underground facilities in the area. Manholes may be
utilized to eliminate or reduce multiple bends and to shorten conduit length. For more information, refer to
the Pepco specifications included with Pepco’s Class of Service package.
For projects that lie within the boundary of the District of Columbia Streetscape area you are advised that
the installation of new transformer manholes, with open gratings is not permitted without an exemption
from the District of Columbia Department of Transportation (DDOT) Downtown Streetscape Committee.
Current Downtown Streetscape Regulations mandate that the customer install, own, and maintain
air/conditioned transformer manholes, in a District of Columbia Public Space Vault, with the associated
mechanical systems located inside the customer’s building, or built on his private property. Alternatively
the DDOT Downtown Streetscape Committee does grant waivers to this rule. When a waiver is granted
the electric service installation and maintenance cost have been greatly reduced. Therefore, Pepco is
requiring that you contact DDOT Downtown Streetscape Committee, 2000 14th St, NW, 7th Floor,
Washington, DC 20009, and apply for an exemption. Please provide Pepco with written documentation of
your exemption request and DDOT's reply.

Primary (13kV) Equipment on Private Property:
Pepco’s service sketch will indicate the type and location of any high-voltage switches and fuses, if
required. The box pad for the fuse and switch must be designed and built in accordance with the Pepco
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specifications included with your Class of Service package. Pepco requires ten feet (10’) of clear and
level area on the operating sides of equipment (i.e. sides with doors). All non-operational sides of
equipment require three feet (3’) clearance. Maintain a minimum of five feet (5’) clearance between the
exterior of switches/fuse transclosure pads and any existing and/or proposed underground facilities in the
area.

2.B.4 Site Investigation & Gathering Additional Information
Many projects undergo extensive site reviews and evaluations long before they are committed for design
and construction. During this time, both Pepco and the customer can begin to formulate budget
requirements and obtain a general understanding of what will be required at a particular site. Many sites
pose unusual obstacles to the installation of both temporary and permanent electric service. In many
cases, existing electric facilities must be adjusted and/or relocated to allow full development of the site.
Review of the site at this stage permits Pepco to determine the scope of the service required by on-site
and off-site facilities.

2.B.5 Concession of Easements & Rights-of-Way
The location of transformers, switches, poles, guys, and anchors may require Pepco to secure permission
to access these facilities in order to build and/or maintain them. When access to these facilities is
deemed necessary, the next step in the process requires Pepco to obtain a recorded easement from the
property owner. These documents give Pepco permission to enter private property to build and/or
maintain the service equipment located there. Pepco cannot proceed with the construction of facilities
until these easements and/or rights-of-way have been obtained

2.B.6 Pepco Design Generation
Once we have determined the size and type of facility to be served, reviewed, corrected, and approved
your structural facility drawings, conducted a site investigation, and obtained necessary easements and
rights of way, we are ready to develop detailed instructions for our Construction Department to install the
necessary infrastructure to serve your project. These instructions take the form of a Pepco Design
drawing. This drawing specifies the location and nature of each component of the electric system, both in
public space and on private property, which will be constructed in order to serve your facility.
Because we recognize that construction circumstances change, you are entitled to two iterations of the
design process to this point. Once two design drawings have been generated, Pepco reserves the right
to charge you for further modifications before continuing with design work.

2.B.7 Application for and Receipt of Public Space Permits
In many situations, Pepco must modify the distribution system located in public space so that it meets the
demands placed on it by service designs. When this happens, we must obtain public space construction
permits to perform the required work. We make every effort to apply for permits within a reasonable
timeframe before they are needed for construction. However, the amount of time required to secure these
permits varies depending on jurisdiction, project load and design complexity. Additionally, Pepco cannot
apply for the permits until the distribution system design has been finalized. For this reason, it is
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important to finalize your service design as early as possible in the process to ensure that adequate time
is available to finalize the distribution system design and acquire the necessary public space permits.

2.B.8 Invoice & Payment of Contribution in Aid of Construction
The Public Service Commission allows Pepco to charge a “contribution in aid of construction” (CIAC) for
service construction projects. Once Pepco has obtained:
1.

an acceptable structural facility plan and/or switchgear and electrical room layout drawings,

2.

the necessary easements and/or rights-of-way, and

3.

public space permits,

the Pepco designer is in a position to determine the full scope of the project and calculate the cost. At
this point in the process, the designer or representative will contact whoever is responsible for payment
and inform them of the calculated charges. Once you have agreed either in writing or verbally to pay the
stated cost, we will generate an invoice. Prompt payment of the invoiced amount will prevent a delay in
getting a project to construction.

2.B.9 Receipt of Inspections
Pepco is accountable for the service facilities up to the point of termination in the service equipment.
However, service equipment itself falls under the control of the local authority having jurisdiction. By law,
Pepco cannot energize equipment that has not been deemed safe by local authorities. Therefore, Pepco
requires that service equipment be inspected and approved by local authorities prior to releasing any
service construction package to our construction department. Early inspection of your service equipment
helps to prevent delays in obtaining service.

2.B.10 Pepco Design Finalization
Once the steps listed above have been completed, Pepco will finalize, or “lockdown”, the service design
and prepare the necessary documentation to send the service project to our construction department.
Pepco’s construction department will acquire the necessary equipment and schedule resources for your
work. It can take up to several weeks to work your project into the construction schedule. To coordinate
your project’s construction schedule, call the following numbers during normal working hours.
1.

Montgomery County:

301-670-8870 or 301-670-8739

2.

Prince George’s County:

301-967-5304 or 301-967-5313

3.

District of Columbia:

202-388-2635 or 202-388-2665 or 202-388-2129

When your project is in construction, you must coordinate with Pepco’s construction department to
arrange for inspection of your structural facilities or to arrange for any joint construction activities. To
arrange for Pepco to perform facility inspections, call the following numbers from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. or
from 3:00p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 48 hours in advance of any backfilling.

1.

Montgomery County

301-670-8808
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2.

Prince George’s County

301-967-5420

3.

District of Columbia

202-388-2635

If you need any further assistance with your service project, please contact the appropriate number listed
in Section 1 under “Pepco Contacts” or email the appropriate representative as listed at
http://www.pepco.com/custdesign_frms.htm.
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Section 3
Construction of Facilities
A. On-Site Structural Facilities
B. Purchasing of Structural Materials
C. Miss Utility
D. On-Site Coordination
E. Service Equipment
F. Scheduling
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3.A On-Site Structural Facilities
Construction of on-site structural facilities should begin only after customer drawings have been
submitted to and approved by Pepco engineering personnel. The customer is responsible for obtaining
all permits and permissions required for construction on private property before work commences. A
copy of the approved customer structural drawings should be given to the contractor responsible for
construction of the facilities. Additionally, a copy of the approved drawings should be kept on the job site
at all times. All facilities must be constructed by the customer as shown on the approved drawings. All
facilities indicated on the drawing must be built by the customer, and then certified and accepted by
Pepco before Pepco will schedule the installation of transformers and cables. Nylon pull lines must be
installed by the customer in each duct for cable installation. Deficiencies indicated by the Pepco inspector
must be corrected by the customer, before any work will be done by Pepco’s construction department.
On occasion, the customer will be required to break into an existing manhole or build conduit (including
bends) to an existing Pepco pole. Entry into existing manholes containing Pepco’s cables, equipment,
etc. is to be done only under the direction and supervision of Pepco personnel. When building conduit to
an existing Pepco pole, the excavation shall be no more than four (4’) in depth and the customer will be
responsible to brace the pole if such action is deemed necessary by the Pepco inspector.
All facilities built by the customer must be installed by qualified personnel and in a manner acceptable to
Pepco.
Arranging Inspection by Pepco:
The customer is responsible to notify Pepco and arrange for inspection of those structural facilities
built by the customer’s contractor. Please follow the instructions on your structural approval letter to
arrange a pre-construction meeting and schedule inspections. Inspections should be requested at
key intervals as the job progresses. It is required that customers arrange to meet with the Pepco
inspector prior to concrete encasement of conduit, as well as before underground systems are
covered or backfilled.
When required to break into manholes containing Pepco facilities or build to existing Pepco poles,
please notify Pepco forty-eight (48) hours in advance to meet on-site with the Pepco inspector and
the customer contractor performing the work. The Pepco inspector will, at that time, provide
information and direction as to how the customer should proceed regarding bracing of poles, depth of
excavation, and entry point into manholes. This type of work must be performed under Pepco
supervision.
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3.B Purchasing of Structural Materials
A limited selection of structural items is available for purchase from Pepco. A list of these items will be
transmitted to the customer for each project. Manhole frames and covers may be purchased from Pepco.
The covers must carry the Pepco logo. Other items are available at the customer’s option.
To purchase materials, the customer must call Pepco Stores at least twenty-four (24) hours before the
material is required, to ensure its availability.
The letter for purchase of materials will include a material control number for use by the Pepco Stores
Department and a Stores telephone contact number. The customer shall refer to this control number
when arranging to purchase material. Payment for material must take place at the time of pick-up and
must be in one of the forms listed on the material control letter. The customer must provide a vehicle and
adequate personnel to transport the materials. If, in the opinion of the Stores Department, the vehicle is
not adequate, the vehicle will not be loaded.

3.C Miss Utility
Anyone intending to dig in the District of Columbia or Maryland is obligated by law to call (toll free) fortyeight (48) hours in advance of digging:
In Maryland – MISS UTILITY: (800) 257-7777
In the District of Columbia – DISTRICT ONE: (202) 265-7177
A “ticket number” is assigned to each inquiry and is given to the caller for future reference. After receiving
a call, the appropriate agency notifies the various utility companies of the intention to excavate, drive
piles, etc. Each utility company then indicates by paint, stakes, flags, or other device the approximate
location of their underground facilities in the vicinity of the proposed work.
Pepco’s construction personnel respond to calls by visiting the site and marking the approximate location
of Pepco’s underground electric facilities with a red flag or red paint at periodic intervals. If Pepco
personnel determine that no underground electric facilities are present at the site for which the inquiry
was made, the inquirer is so notified.
No heavy equipment is allowed to dig within five (5) feet of the underground facilities marked unless they
are first physically located by hand digging.
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3.D On-Site Coordination
The customer is responsible for ensuring that all construction activities taking place on his property are
coordinated so that Pepco construction personnel are not hampered, impeded or put in unsafe conditions
by other construction personnel or by existing site conditions. Obstructions to work progress and/or
unsafe conditions may prompt Pepco to reassign construction personnel to another, more workable
project.

Preparing, Recording, Clearing and Grading of Pepco Easement:
If, in the judgment of Pepco, an easement is required, the customer will be responsible for surveying
the “metes and bounds” description of any easement requested. Pepco will prepare and record the
easement document. The customer is to clear the easement of trees, tree stumps, and other
obstructions at no charge to Pepco, and it shall be graded to within six inches (6”) of final grade by
the customer before Pepco will commence construction.
If, after construction, the clearance or grade is changed in such a way as to require relocation of
electric facilities, the cost of the relocation shall be borne by the customer.

3.E Service Equipment
It is the responsibility of the customer to purchase and install service equipment which is acceptable to
Pepco (Refer to Customer Design service equipment standard drawings CD 005.01 to CD 0005.11 in
Section 5-E). Note that all service equipment at which Pepco terminates must accommodate
compression-type connectors.
For services where the total capacity of the proposed service equipment is 1200 amperes or more,
switchgear drawings must be submitted for approval. These drawings must show plan and profile views
of the electric room. In addition, manufacturers’ cuts of proposed mainline switches, line side tap boxes
and current transformer compartments must be submitted for approval prior to purchase.
The Pepco Meters Department must also be contacted to inspect meter sockets and to designate
acceptable locations for any required meter pans. They will also “ring out” meter stacks to ensure that
specific meters will be measuring the electric usage of the corresponding address. Prior to contacting the
Meters Department, the customer should ensure that metering equipment is correctly labeled to indicate
the specific address served (e.g., apartment, tenant, etc.).
Pepco’s requirements for the 400-ampere or less, single- or three-phase, commercial transocket are
defined as follows.
Pepco will make line and load cable connections in the 400-ampere transocket provided the customer or
their contractor will:
1.

Install cable no larger than 500 KCM.

2.

Install no more than two (2) sets of load cables;

3.

Provide compression connections for load cables if not one of the following sizes:
2/0

4/0

250 KCM

350 KCM

500 KCM

4.

Install no more than 18 inches of each cable leg into the trans socket; and

5.

Identify the cable phasing with an alphabetical tag (e.g. A, B, C).
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Note: the load cables will enter one end while the line cables will exit the other end of the transocket and
no additional holes are to be made in the metering cabinet. Transockets will not be used for 265/460 volt
services.

3.F Scheduling
All customer responsibilities must be satisfied before the Pepco service installation can be scheduled.
On projects involving considerable public space construction, the Pepco construction activity may begin
well in advance of the installation of service facilities on private property. Before the Pepco service
installation can begin on private property, the customer’s on-site structural facilities must be approved,
accepted and certified by Pepco.
Service conductors will be installed only after service equipment has been installed by the customer,
inspected and approved by the local jurisdiction, and released by the appropriate Pepco Customer
Design regional office. Pepco’s Customer Design offices will not release any project before full payment
is made.
Meter installation will be scheduled after the completion of all construction activities and will take place
only if the metering devices are designated by address served and individual unit.
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Section 4
Related Projects and Services
A. Temporary Services
B. Street and Driveway Crossings
C. Pepco Facilities - Relocation/Removal
D. Street Lights
E. Service Disconnect/Reconnect
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4.A Temporary Services
Temporary services constitute the first electric service required at a construction site. The customer
should contact the appropriate Pepco Customer Engineering Representative to determine what Pepco
facilities are available at or near the site. The customer must also provide a site utility plan indicating the
preferred location for the temporary service, and the service size and voltage of the temporary service
requested. This contact should be made as early as possible to allow adequate lead time for the design
and installation of the temporary service.
Temporary services that do not exceed 200 amperes and are located where adequate Pepco facilities
exist can be provided by Pepco within 3-6 weeks; others may take several months. Please refer to
Customer Design drawing CD 009 in Section 5-E for details regarding the customer requirements for
small temporary services.
Large temporary services and temporary services at locations where no Pepco facilities exist require a
much longer lead time and, in fact, can be as complicated as the permanent electric service. Early
contact with Pepco to arrange a field inspection of the site will enable both Pepco and the customer to
determine what is required for the requested temporary service. The customer must perform the design,
construction and maintenance of all structural facilities located on private property and must submit
appropriate structural drawings for Pepco’s review and approval. Larger temporary services and those
requiring an extension or upgrading of Pepco’s existing electric facilities will be estimated on an individual
basis. All of the costs for providing and removing a temporary service shall be paid by the customer
requesting that service. Any costs associated with the removal of a temporary service shall be included
with the installation charges.
Any questions regarding the feasibility of obtaining temporary service at a given location should be
directed to the Pepco Customer Design regional office.

4.B Street and Driveway Crossings
Due to project phasing, roadways and driveways may be paved prior to the completion of the building.
With advance notice, Pepco will place or direct the customer to place conduits across streets and/or
driveways before paving. It is to the customer’s advantage to contact Pepco as soon as paving plans are
finalized, since the District of Columbia may not permit the cutting of the base and/or final layer. Thus,
customers should contact the appropriate Pepco representative well in advance of paving and provide
sufficient information to allow design of the conduits. Pepco will then prepare a drawing which details the
number and location of the conduits to be installed. Conduits located on private property and necessary
for the service connection must be installed, owned and maintained by the customer. Pepco will install
only those conduits located in public space and/or private property easements necessary to upgrade or
extend Pepco’s distribution system. Conduit installation can normally be accomplished only after the
District of Columbia Department of Regulatory and Consumer Affairs and other utilities such as
Washington Gas Light, Verizon, etc., have been notified of the proposed work, the area put to within 2” of
final grade and control points established. Three to four (3-4) weeks prior to paving, the customer must
contact the appropriate Pepco Customer Engineering representative to allow for scheduling of Pepco
installation. (Note: This 3- 4-week lead time is in addition to the design time.)
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4.C Pepco Facilities: Relocation and Removal
It is often necessary to relocate Pepco facilities to clear a site for construction or as a condition of
development. Existing Pepco facilities will be relocated at a customer’s request if such relocation is
practical and feasible using standard engineering and construction practices. However, such relocations,
even if required as a condition of development or for a construction permit or subdivision approval, will be
billed to the customer at the full estimated cost.
Most often, relocation requests are for overhead or underground facilities to be adjusted vertically or
laterally to clear a proposed driveway, acceleration or deceleration lane, widening to future roadway width
or general road improvements. With all relocations, it is the responsibility of the customer to provide
Pepco with sufficient road or other plans to enable the design of the relocated facilities. After the design
is complete, the job cost will be estimated and an invoice sent to the customer. Any public space work
necessary to upgrade Pepco’s distribution system is Pepco’s responsibility and the cost of any such work
will generally be borne by Pepco. In Maryland, when an existing pole must be moved longitudinally in the
existing line to clear a proposed driveway and no other facilities are involved, the pole will be moved to
the nearest property line at no cost to the customer.
All requests for relocation of Pepco facilities should be directed to the appropriate Pepco Customer
Design regional office.
In the District of Columbia: Any relocation involving District of Columbia roads requires an access
permit from the District of Columbia Department of Regulatory and Consumer Affairs. This requires a
permit release letter from Pepco.

Pepco
Distribution Design-DC
701 9th St, NW
Washington, DC 20068-0001
Attn: Supervisor Administrative Services
202-872-2810

4.D Street Lights
Maryland:
All requests for street lighting must be approved by the appropriate jurisdiction, including incorporated
towns, in which the project is located (e.g. Prince Georges County, Montgomery County, City of Rockville,
City of Gaithersburg, etc.). The customer should check with local authorities to determine who will be
responsible for the cost of the street lights associated with their project. The appropriate jurisdiction will
determine the size, type, location and number of lights that will be required. The jurisdiction will also
select the portions of the street light system (i.e. luminaries, posts, foundation, etc.) if any, that will be
privately installed, owned and/or maintained. The customer should also contact the appropriate Pepco
Customer Design representative to inform Pepco of the pending request and to provide other pertinent
information.
District of Columbia:
All requests for street lighting should be directed to: The District of Columbia Department of
Transportation, Streetlight Division, with the request.
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4.E Service Disconnect and Reconnect
Pepco is often asked to disconnect the electric service to allow customers to perform maintenance on
private electrical service equipment. Such maintenance or service activities include, but are not limited
to, tightening of connections, and cleaning and/or replacing service equipment.
To disconnect/reconnect a service, the customer should first contact their Pepco representative, either in
writing or by telephone. The information required will be location by address, date and time of the
requested outage, the name and phone number of a contact person, and a responsible party name and
address for billing if there is a charge. Outages will result in either a flat fee charge or a charge calculated
on a time and material basis. If Pepco personnel are requested to stand by until the customer work is
completed, there will be an additional charge. A minimum notice of forty-eight (48) hours is required on
low-voltage requests for a disconnect/reconnect. Typically, this work will be performed during normal
business hours (Monday-Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.). Any other time (i.e., holidays, weekends
and/or between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. during the week) will require special arrangements
with your Pepco representative and will probably involve a premium charge.
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Section 5
Reference Materials
A. Transformer Placement Guidelines
5.A.1 Overview
5.A.2 Pole Type Transformer Placement
5.A.3 Padmounted Transformer Placement
5.A.4 Submersible Transformer Placement
5.A.5 Dry-Type Transformer Room Requirements
B. Conduit Specifications
5.B.1 General
5.B.2 Trench Construction
5.B.3 Conduit Construction
C. General Terms and Conditions
5.C.1 District of Columbia
5.C.2 Maryland
D. Customer Design Drawings
E. Standard Drawings
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5.A Transformer Placement Guidelines
5.A.1 Overview
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5.A.2 Pole Type Transformer Placement
If there exists a pole line with adequate capacity adjacent to the property, pole type transformers will be
considered. If a pole type installation is inadequate for existing conditions or future load, installation of a
padmounted or submersible transformer will be investigated. (Refer to the padmounted and submersible
sections.)
Pole type transformer locations must meet the clearances specified in Table A. The guidelines in Table A
are minimum requirements; other circumstances may dictate the use of padmounted transformers.
TABLE A

Pole Type Transformer Clearance
Balcony
Air Intake
Window
Fire Escape (outside)
Walls
Roofs

Horizontal
10 feet
25 feet
10 feet
20 feet
5 feet
10 feet

Vertical
15 feet
N/A
N/A
Not Allowed
N/A
15 feet

Clearances are based on National Electric Safety Code, Maryland High-Voltage Act and Pepco Definitive
Designs. These regulations were used for minimum requirements and were increased where appropriate
to provide additional clearance for operating and safety considerations.
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5.A.3 Padmounted Transformer Placement
The proper location of padmounted transformers is vital to the safe, reliable and effective operation and
maintenance or our electric distribution system. By following the few simple practices outlined below,
transformer locations may be found that are acceptable to both Pepco and also the property owner. If an
acceptable location cannot be agreed upon, submersible transformers will be investigated. (Refer to the
submersible section).
Padmounted transformer location must meet the clearances specified in Table B as well as those
conditions specified in Customer Design drawing CD 001 and 006.01. Padmounted transformers must be
within fifteen (15) feet of a subsurface capable of supporting roadway loading unless the transformer is
larger than 300 KVA, in which case the distance may be increased to thirty-five (35) feet (large
transformers require a larger crane). There must be at least forty-five (45) feet of unobstructed space
above the transformer that is accessible to a crane boom for placement and removal. If the transformer is
within fifteen (15) feet of the crane location, this headroom may be reduced to twenty (20) feet. All
distances are measured from center of crane to center of transformer.
The transformer must be accessible from public space without passing through enclosed areas.
Transformers should have ten (10) feet clear unobstructed space in front for operation. Transformer pad
and supporting structure must be capable of supporting a maximum of eight (8) tons per transformer (may
be reduced to five (5) tons for 7.5 x 7.5 pad). Protective bumper pipes or masonry walls should be used if
pad is within five (5) feet of curb (refer to Customer Design drawing CD 006.02) or as otherwise directed
by Pepco’s conduit inspector.
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TABLE B
Padmounted Transformer Clearance

Door
Air Intake
Window
Fire Escape (outside)
Walls and Overhangs
Combustible
Noncombustible
(Corrugated steel, plaster on metal lath, etc.)
Fire Resistant
(8” brick, 12” hollow tile, 4” reinforced concrete,
8” block, etc.)

Horizontal
20 feet1
25 feet
10 feet2
20 feet

Vertical
N/A
Not Allowed
6 feet
Not Allowed

30 feet 3, 4
5 feet

Not Allowed
45 feet

3 feet

45 feet 5

1.

May be reduced to 10 feet if not directly in front of door.

2.

May be reduced to 3 feet if not directly in front of window.

3.

May be reduced to 20 feet for small (7.5 ft. x 6 ft.) transformer pads.

4.

May be reduced to 10 feet for 75 KVA transformer.

5.

May be reduced to 20 feet if transformer is within fifteen (15) feet of paved surface.

Clearances are based on National Electric Safety Code, Maryland High-Voltage Act and Pepco Definitive
Designs. These regulations were used for minimum requirements and were increased where appropriate
to provide additional clearance for operating and safety considerations.
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5.A.4 Submersible Transformer Placement
When loads, system capacity, existing facilities, location, site development or local ordinances disallow
the use of pole type and pad mounted equipment, then it becomes necessary to install submersible
transformers. The following guidelines will apply. If an acceptable location cannot be found based on
these guidelines, the installation of dry-type transformers inside the proposed building will be investigated
(refer to the dry-type section).
1.

Manhole locations must meet the clearances specified in Table C. Transformer locations
must be within 35 feet of a surface capable of supporting roadway loading. There must be a
least 45 feet of unobstructed space above and 30 feet next to the manhole that is accessible
to a crane boom for placement and removal.

2.

Transformer must be accessible from public space without passing through enclosed areas.

3.

WSSC requirements and Pepco standard practices should be followed in locating the
manhole in relation to existing and proposed underground utilities. The preferred location is
in a sidewalk or landscaped area with a clear area above the manhole for transformer
installation and removal. Parking areas and fire lanes should be avoided as they pose
access problems in the event of parked cars and emergency equipment, respectively. Drive
areas may be acceptable if alternative routes are available to enter and exit when Pepco is
accessing the manholes for maintenance. Vented manholes should not be placed directly in
front of building entrances or exits.
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TABLE C

Submersible Transformer Clearance

Door
Air Intake
Window
Fire Escape (outside)
Walls and Overhangs
Combustible
Noncombustible
(Corrugated steel, plaster on metal lath, etc.)
Fire Resistant
(8” brick, 12” hollow tile, 4” reinforced concrete,
8” block, etc.)

Horizontal
20 feet1
25 feet
0 feet
20 feet

Vertical
N/A
Not Allowed
0 feet
Not Allowed

20 feet
0 feet

Not Allowed
45 feet

0 feet

45 feet 2

1.

May be reduced to 10 feet if not directly in front of door.

2.

May be reduced to 20 feet if transformer is within fifteen feet (15’) of a paved surface.

Clearances are based on National Electric Safety Code, Maryland High-Voltage Act and Pepco Definitive
Designs. These regulations were used for minimum requirements and were increased where appropriate
to provide additional clearance for operating and safety considerations.
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5.A.5

Dry-Type Transformer Room Requirements

When all other transformer placement alternatives have been investigated and the customer desires the
installation of dry-type transformers:
1.

The transformer room should be located at grade level, the first level below grade, or at the
penthouse (roof) level.

2.

If the transformer room is located other than at grade, a service elevator and/or other Pepcoapproved permanent means should be provided and operated by the customer to transport
all replacement Pepco equipment to the transformer room level from the street level.

3.

A clear path 6’ wide x 8’ high will be available at all times from the transformer room to the
street (including elevator door) or from the transformer room to the elevator and from the
elevator to the street. The path shall be capable of supporting, without damage to the floor,
transformers, network protectors and reels of cable. The maximum weight of a dry-type
transformer is 5,500 lbs.

4.

The transformer room should be dry. All openings to the transformer room, including
ventilation louvers, are to be weather-proof. Locations of all openings are to be approved by
Pepco.

5.

Pepco shall have 24-hour access to the transformer room at all times.

6.

The transformer room is to be free of all materials and equipment which Pepco determines
are not pertinent to the transformer room.

7.

The transformer room is to comply with the National Electrical Code, National Electrical
Safety Code, O.S.H.A. Regulations, Pepco requirements and all local codes.

8.

The transformer room is to be naturally ventilated, in accordance with the National Electrical
Code requirements, or air-conditioned in accordance with Pepco’s Specifications for
Customer Owned A/C Transformer Vaults. Temperature of the room is not to exceed 85° F.

9.

The building owner is to provide 5” conduits from the transformer room to the street. The
location, route, number of ducts, and other details of the required conduit will be determined
by Pepco after building plans are received. All conduits are to be installed, owned and
maintained by the customer. Conduits are to have 3” minimum concrete encasement. The
owner shall ensure that the concrete duct bank is adequately supported throughout its entire
length.

10.

The owner is to provide and install inserts (Unistrut P3200 or equivalent) in the ceiling of the
transformer room and all Unistrut racks for the primary and secondary cables. Approximate
locations are to be provided by Pepco. The final design of all cable racks is to be approved
by Pepco.

11.

Pepco will provide and install a small metal key box with hasp just outside the transformer
room. The locks on the transformer room doors shall not be accessible with the building
master key. The owner shall provide Pepco with one (1) set of keys. The transformer room
is to be accessible to qualified personnel only.

12.

The owner is to provide adequate space, for the installation of manholes, for Pepco primary
disconnects. Pepco is to have 24-hour unobstructed access to these manholes.

13.

The transformer room shall not be equipped with any fire protection devices that utilize liquids
(e.g. water).
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5.B

Conduit Specifications

5.B.1

General

These specifications describe the standard materials and methods to be used in constructing
underground conduit.

5.B.2

Trench Construction

The locations of conduit and manholes shall be as near as practicable to those shown on the Pepco
approved detail plans. However, the excavations may reveal conditions which would make it advisable to
alter the locations shown on the plans. In this case, consult your Pepco inspector.
The conditions that might govern such a change are as follows:
1.

Avoiding sewer catch basins.

2.

Avoiding foreign pipes in manholes, either by shifting location of manhole or by moving the
pipes. Always arrange to have the company owning the interfering structure move their pipes
if interference cannot be avoided in any other manner.

3.

Avoiding curves or bends in conduit; i.e., making the trench straight between manholes.

Test Holes:
Dig test holes at the following locations, unless reliable information or dependable records showing the
locations of foreign structures are available. When any doubt exists, however remote, dig test holes at
the following points:
1.

One at each sidewalk block (approximately 3 ft. x 3 ft.) at each end of proposed manholes.

2.

One at the sidewalk block adjacent to existing manholes.

3.

At such intermediate points along the conduit line as may be necessary.

The test holes at manhole locations should extend diagonally across the manhole and should be dug to
the full depth of the proposed manhole. Test holes should be made across the proposed conduit.

Separation from Foreign Structures:
The minimum longitudinal separation between foreign structures and conduit should be as follows:
1.

Telephone Conduit – 3” concrete or 12” earth

2.

Gas, Water and Oil Mains – 12” earth

3.

Service and T.C. pipe – 3” earth

Where gas and water pipes are adjacent to manhole walls, allow sufficient space for caulking or banding
joints.

Depth of Trench:
Trenches shall be deep enough to obtain a minimum cover of 36 inches (36”).
If it is discovered that the grade of a project is to be changed and plans do not show the new grade,
consult Pepco through the Pepco inspector or your Customer Engineering Representative.
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Sheeting and Shoring:
Should be in accordance with OSHA Standard 1926.652.
Grading Trench:
Grade the trench to have a fall of at least three inches (3”) in 100 feet towards the lower manhole, or from
the high point of the section towards both manholes. When an obstruction is encountered in the trench
and it becomes necessary to dig a considerably deeper trench than would otherwise be required, consult
Pepco to determine whether the extra excavation should be made in order to obtain suitable clearance for
the conduit.

Dewatering Trench:
Keep the trench free from water by pumping or draining. If a wet condition is encountered which cannot
be drained permanently, it may be advisable to encase the conduit in concrete with steel mesh to prevent
cracking. Do not use this type of construction without obtaining the approval of Pepco.

Trench Backfill:
After sufficient time has elapsed to allow the comparative hardening of the concrete encasement for
fiberglass or PVC duct, the trench must be backfilled with soft materials free from hard substances to a
point level with the top of the duct, and this portion of the trench must be compacted with hand rammers
(a pick handle or other suitable device will suffice). Care must be exercised not to disturb the alignment
of the duct structure. Backfill may then proceed and pneumatic tampers used after one foot (1’) of backfill
material similar to that mentioned above is in place above the top of the conduit. Backfill and tamping
shall be done in six inch (6”) layers.

5.B.3

Conduit Construction

Customers should ensure that all ducts have clean bores before they are laid. When necessary, clean
and scrape them. Broken ducts may be cut square for use in piecing out short ducts as described in the
Ending Ducts section below.

Use of Mandrel:
After the conduit has been encased, but prior to permanent resurfacing, a mandrel (one-half inch less
than the inside diameter of the conduit and 8 inches long for straight section and sweep bends) shall be
pulled through each duct trailed by a polyolefin (1,000) pound test pull-in-cord.
Conduits through which the proper mandrel cannot be drawn are defective and should be replaced or
repaired immediately. After repairs are made, redraw the mandrel through the repaired conduit.
A polyolefin pull-in cord (1,000 pound test) shall be left in each individual duct.

Plugging Ducts:
Ducts shall be plugged tightly with plastic plugs or approved equivalent at the close of each day’s work, or
whenever work is to be discontinued for any length of time, so as to prevent the entrance of water and dirt
into the ducts.
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Ending Ducts:
In ending ducts at manholes and buildings, use only full lengths of conduit at the manhole or building.
Insert the shorter lengths (not less than 18” in the bottom tier) necessary for adjustment further out in the
section.

Foreign Pipes Crossing Trench:
Never build conduit structures that would encase foreign pipes without special instructions and approval
from Pepco. Where it is necessary to include foreign pipes crossing the trench in the conduit structure,
surround the foreign pipes with split duct or build a wood box, so as to permit the pipes to be withdrawn if
necessary without disturbing the conduit structure.
If practicable, conduit should cross under rather than over gas and water mains, particularly if the mains
cross the trench diagonally. If possible, cross gas and water mains behind the bells.
Leave sufficient space between the conduit structure and cast iron pipe so as to allow room for caulking
the joints and for making repairs or connections to the pipe.

Changes in Duct Formation:
It is sometimes necessary to change duct formation between manholes in order to clear obstructions in
the trench or to pass through a restricted space. This change should be made only upon approval of
Pepco. Whenever possible, the duct should enter the manholes at each end of the same section with the
same formation and with the ducts in the same relative position.

Crossing Under a Railroad:
When details are required for a railroad crossing, consult Pepco through your Customer Engineering
representative.

Bridge and Culvert Crossing:
When crossing bridges, viaducts or culverts, if the ducts are to be laid in the bridge structure, the detailed
plans submitted by your engineer, and approved by Pepco, shall be strictly followed and no changes
made.

One-Ways (Single Ducts):
In general, single ducts are installed for underground services, subsidiary distribution lines, underground
to overhead connections and for streetlight work. They may be of PVC or fiberglass conduit. Single
ducts may be direct buried.

Services:
A service connection is defined as the conductors and conduit, conforming to accepted standards, used
for delivering electrical energy from Pepco’s mains to the terminals of the customer’s service equipment.
Either PVC duct or fiberglass may be used for service work. Job drawings will indicate type, size and
formation of the service conduit and shall be installed in the manner previously described for that
particular type of duct.
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When installing service duct to a building, the duct should be sloped to drain away from the structure to
the service manhole, transformer pad or other connection. If this cannot be done, except by excessive
excavation, the job should be referred to Pepco through your Pepco inspector.
Where services are shown straight from a manhole into a building and the manhole must be relocated
due to some obstruction, the service conduit must be installed in such a manner that it will be on the
property of the address called for until the conduit intersects the back edge of the sidewalk, wherefrom it
shall be curved into the manhole.
In buildings where concrete, cement or tile floors exist, or in buildings where it is expected that such type
of floor will be constructed, sufficient stand pipe should be installed from the 36” radius sweep bend to
bring the service duct 1/8 inch above the finished floor grade.
In buildings such as residences where wood floors exist and are not expected to be covered with
concrete, cement or tile, the 36” radius shall be stopped at the underside of the floor and a pocket cut out
in the floor to permit access to the 36” radius.
All service ducts must be tightly plugged both at the building and the manhole; the construction crew must
replace the plugs before leaving the job each night. This procedure is done to prevent the entrance of
gaseous fumes from outside sources through the duct into the buildings. Pepco will seal the ducts after
the service cables have been installed.
Whenever possible, service ducts should be installed through new building walls at the time the walls are
constructed to eliminate any cutting of the new work and to facilitate waterproofing by the building
contractor. In cutting existing walls, care must be exercised not to cut the opening any larger than
necessary. Where waterproofing has been damaged or removed, it must be replaced with the same or a
similar type of waterproofing.

Conduit at Overhead Poles:
Underground connections to overhead poles shall be made in accordance with the details shown on
“Drawing No. 6-1-727”. In general, such connections will be of PVC or fiberglass, encased in concrete
with a PVC elbow at the pole. The duct shall be terminated at the pole by the installation of a pre-cast
collar of the proper type, set two inches (2”) above grade and one-half inch (½”) from the pole at the given
location. The opening in the pre-cast collar shall be temporarily sealed in a manner previously described.
Connections for overhead poles should not be installed before the pole has been erected.

Placing Concrete for Duct Work:
Shovel or dump the concrete into the excavation; spread evenly; puddle and tamp to take out air pockets
and produce a compact mass; spade against forms; and do nothing to disturb alignment of ducts or
reinforcing where it exists. Never step on a cement joint in the duct system.
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5.C

General Terms And Conditions – DC

The following pages contain an excerpt from the General Terms and Conditions for Furnishing Electric
Service in the District of Columbia.

10. SERVICE CONNECTIONS
a.

General
The Company's practice shall be to provide service connection facilities which, in its
judgment, will assure to the Applicant or Customer safe, adequate and reasonable electric
service to meet their requirements commensurate with accepted industry standards and
practices.
A service connection will normally include those facilities installed by the Applicant or the
Company on private property or within the vertical projection of the outermost structural
component of the facility served, to the first terminal point for each service location at or in the
building or facility to be served. This will also include facilities deemed necessary by the
Company to interconnect existing or future Customers adjacent to the premises being served,
as well as those facilities installed elsewhere and dedicated to connecting the Company's
common distribution system to the point of termination of the Company’s service conductors.
A normal service connection will be supplied in accordance with subsections a. through d. of
this Section. The Company, upon request, to the extent reasonably practicable will supply a
service connection in excess of or different from a normal installation consistent with the
Company's practice set forth above ("Customer Plan"). Applicants shall furnish and install
those items specified and shall contribute toward the Company's cost of furnishing and
installing its facilities as specified in subsection e. of this Section.
All facilities installed by the Applicant which will be used to enclose, protect, support or
provide termination for Company-owned facilities shall be approved by the Company.
The usual practice is for the Company to provide a single service connection. However,
where the electrical demands of the service are too extensive for a single service connection
to be practical multiple service connections may be required. When multiple connections are
deemed necessary by the Company, the Applicant will shift load wherever practicable from
one service location to another to more advantageously balance the loads.
Any relocation or alteration of Company-owned facilities may be made only with the approval
of the Company and shall be at the expense of the party requesting the change or who is
responsible therefore, if such change is occasioned by:
1. A request for relocation or alteration of such facilities, or
2. Structural changes on the premises served, or
3. Other private construction work being performed (or to be performed) which jeopardizes
the safe and normal operation of existing electric facilities in the area.
When service to a premises is discontinued, the Company will leave any or all of its service
connection facilities in place, if permitted to do so, when in the opinion of the Company the
facilities are reasonably protected and are likely to be used again at that location within a
reasonable time. Company-owned service connection facilities will be removed (or, if
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underground, abandoned at the option of the Company) upon request of the Owner or other
proper party.
If the projected demand of the service connection requested by the Customer ("Customer
Plan") is in excess of the projected demand of the Company Plan, in addition to paying a
contribution in aid of construction for the local facilities, the Customer will be subject to the
charges specified in Excess Facilities - Rider "EF". Under the terms of that Rider, a contract
demand will be set equal to the difference between the projected kilowatt demand of the
Customer Plan and the Company Plan. If the actual metered demand for that account
reaches at least 90% of the Capacity of the Customer Plan for any twelve billing months
within five years of the date that the facilities were installed, the Company will refund to the
customer the contribution in aid of construction associated with those excess facilities and the
amount collected through Rider "EF". A written contract with a minimum term of 5 years will
be required for Customers taking service under Rider "EF". In the event that the Customer
terminates service earlier than five years the Customer will be responsible for making the
remainder of the payments in a lump sum.
b.

Type of Service Provided
Service connections are categorized according to the structure served or purpose of the
connection. These categories may not be the same as the classifications of Customers for
rate schedule and billing purposes. The categories of service connections and type of
service available in each category are:

1.

Residential
This category shall include single family structures, townhouses, and multi-family
structures (other) of not more than four (4) dwelling units per address and having a total
load that will not exceed a demand (as determined by the Company) of 400 amperes at
120/240 or 120/208 volts single phase. Should the electrical demand from a structure
containing more than one (1) dwelling unit exceed the 400 ampere limit, it shall be treated
as "Commercial-Industrial" for purposes of service connection policy regardless of the
rate schedule applicable to such service.
Each residential structure within this category shall be provided an individual service
connection. The class of service will normally be single phase, three (3) wire, 60 Hertz
(cycles per second), 120/240 volts or 120/208 volts. It is the Applicant's responsibility to
obtain such designation. Upon request, the class of service for a particular structure will
be designated in writing, valid for one (1) year.
For residential services, the Company's service conductors shall terminate at the meter
or main disconnect device if served from underground lines, or at the house rack or
bracket if served from overhead lines. The Company's terminal equipment for service to
a mobile home shall be permanently mounted near the mobile home's permanent
foundation and not on any part of the mobile structure. For new residential construction,
the normal service connection will be supplied underground and will terminate at the
corner or along the face of the structure closest to the distribution system.

2. Temporary or Construction
Service connections within this category shall include those used for construction
purposes regardless of duration, and any service connection the duration of which, in the
judgment of the Company, is not of a permanent nature.
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Temporary service connections will normally be low voltage and may be either overhead
or underground. The Company will terminate its equipment in a manner appropriate to
the type of service requested. However, the Company will not install a temporary service
connection directly to mobile equipment.

3. Commercial-Industrial
This category shall include all service connections not specifically covered by the
"Residential" and "Temporary or Construction" categories.
The class of service to be supplied the Customer or Applicant, including the design
capacity of the service facilities, will be designated by the Company. Where the
maximum Customer load for each structure being served is estimated to be less than 12
MVA, the class of service will normally be at a low voltage level (less than 13.2 kV).
When requested, the Company will designate in writing the class of service to be
supplied to the Applicant's premises to meet the Applicant's specific requirements. It is
the Applicant's responsibility to obtain such designation from the Company; written class
of service designations shall be valid for one (1) year. If the Applicant's requirements
change, or if substantial Applicant construction is not commenced within one (1) year, it is
the Applicant's responsibility to renew the class of service request to determine the
Company's current designation.
The normal point of service shall be as close as practicable to the point of entry into the
building served, as designated by the Company. For new services, the service cable will
normally be installed underground unless the Applicant’s premises are such that the
construction of underground liens would serve no aesthetic purpose.
When electric service is supplied at high voltage delivery levels (13.2 kV or above)
primary cables will be furnished and installed by the Company, extending from its main
line facilities to the Customer's main disconnecting device located at a point determined
by the electrical and architectural design of the building or project and approved by the
Company.
When electric service is furnished at secondary voltage delivery levels, transformers and
associated protective equipment furnished by the Company are normally installed on
poles or transformer pads on private property external to the building. The Companysupplied service conductors will terminate at the Customer’s service equipment or the
meter connection equipment, whichever is the first terminal point for each service location
at or in the Customer’s building or facility to be served; except, where the Applicant
furnishes and installs service entrance cable (SEC) for overhead service, the Companysupplied facilities will terminate at the point of connection to the SEC adjacent to the point
of attachment of the Company’s service conductors to the structure served. These
locations must be approved by the Company.
A secondary voltage delivery installation that does not meet the Company criteria service
connection will be installed in the following circumstances:
(1)
Where there is no space on private property external to the building. At the option
of the Company, transformers and/or associated protective equipment will be installed
either underground in manholes, on private property or within the vertical projection of the
outermost structural component of the building being served, constructed by the
Applicant to meet Company specifications, or (2) on poles or in manholes provided or
constructed by the Company in other public space. Such installations shall not be
considered normal.
(2)

Where necessary to meet local requirements.
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(3)
When, in the Company’s judgment, transformers and associated protective
equipment will be installed on or inside the building in space furnished by the Applicant to
meet Company specifications and such an installation is deemed to be better a better
engineering practice. This type of installation is also not considered be normal.

c.

Ownership
Except as expressly provided herein, the party furnishing a service connection facility will own,
install and maintain it. Facilities for a normal service connection will be furnished as follows:

1. Residential
The Company will furnish, install and maintain the required service connection facilities
including the meter, and will make all electrical connections in the Applicant’s meter socket,
both line and load. The Company will make approved meter sockets available for purchase
and installation by the Applicant. Where the Applicant desires meter mounting equipment
different from that furnished by the Company, the Applicant may furnish and install such
equipment if approved by the Company. The Applicant may furnish conduit, subject to
Company for advanced installation by the Applicant at the Applicant’s cost for use under
driveways, patios, sidewalks, walls or other obstructions or in advance of paving.

2. Temporary or Construction
The Applicant may at his option provide the design and any or all other facilities normally
provided by the Applicant, subject to Company approval, for a commercial-industrial service
connection. The Company will furnish, install and maintain all other service connection
facilities provided, except that the Applicant shall furnish and install the meter mounting
devices purchased from or approved by the Company, and the Applicant shall furnish and
install any current transformer cabinets required.

3. Commercial-Industrial
The Applicant shall design, furnish, install, own and maintain all structural components
located on private property or within the vertical projection of the outermost structural
components of the building to be served. These structural components include all poles,
trench, conduit, pads, manholes, rooms, raceways, lighting, ventilation, drainage, etc.
required inside or outside the building to house or protect or support Company-owned
electrical components. The Company will make available for purchase, for the Applicant to
install, own and maintain, poles, manhole frames, covers and grates for manholes needed
for Company use.
The Applicant shall furnish, install and maintain metering current transformer compartments
and meter mounting devices (meter mounting panels, meter sockets and transockets) for
use with Company meters. The meter housing equipment and its installation must be
approved by the Company. For certain standard installations, the Company may make
such meter mounting devices and/or sockets available for purchase by the Applicant when
installation will be on the line side of the main disconnect device.
For high voltage service, the Company will furnish as require, for installation by the
Applicant, metering potential and current transformers, potential transformer fuses and/or
fuse holders. The Company will furnish, install and maintain all high voltage meters.
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For low voltage service, the Company will furnish as required, install and maintain all
distribution transformers, all facilities on the line side of such transformers (except the
structural components furnished by the Applicant as specified above), all secondary
conductors to the point of service including service wires, cables and splices, etc. that are
required to supply the electrical requirements of the facility being served, and all revenue
meters and metering potential and current transformers.
d.

Rights-of-Way and Easements
The Company may require the Applicant or current Customer at any time to furnish such
suitable permits, rights-of-way or easements as are needed to supply service to that
Applicant or Customer (including land surveys if requested by the Company) when Company
facilities are to occupy or presently occupy property other than public space or that dedicated
for utility use and to permit access for the operation and maintenance of the Company's
electrical system.
Such permits, rights-of-way or easements must be furnished at no cost to the Company. The
ground must be cleared and graded in reasonable time to meet service requirements. Such
clearing and grading must be maintained by the Applicant during construction of the
Company's facilities and grade maintained thereafter to provide adequate and appropriate
depth of the facilities installed.
Where Company-supplied service connection facilities which are not located in public space,
space dedicated for utility use, or pursuant to an appropriate and proper easement, will be
relocated, removed or abandoned upon proper request by the owner of the property, or upon
failure of the Customer to furnish a required easement, right-of-way or permit. If relocation of
the affected portion is not permitted by all affected property owners, or if such suitable
easement, right-of-way or permit is not furnished, the Company will remove or abandon the
existing service connection facilities at Company expense and, where permitted, will install a
new service connection at the expense of the Customer served. If relocation of the affected
portion is permitted, the existing service connection facilities will be relocated to the extent
necessary at the expense of the Customer served. However, a new service connection may
be installed at the option of the Company, at the expense to the Customer of the estimated
cost of the proposed relocation or the new service connection, whichever is less.

e.

Charges For Service Connections
The Applicant or Customer shall pay to the Company the service connection charges or
contributions-in-aid-of-construction specified below for normal and additional service
connection installations and alterations thereto. Contributions and fees shall be grossed up
for the estimated taxes to be levied on the contribution or fee, except where expressly noted
below. Such fees or contributions are non-refundable. Facilities supplied by the Company
which are the subject of such contributions shall remain the property of the Company.

1. Residential
The Company will install underground service for all new residential units. The connection
fee for this service shall be $0.50 per foot (with no taxes added to the fee). Footage shall
be measured at right angles from the front property line to the face or corner of the building
nearest the point at which the underground distribution system enters the property to be
served. This face or corner will be considered the normal point of service connection. If
the Applicant specifies a different service connection point, he shall pay the total estimated
cost of the excess work.
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If the Applicant requests that the Company provide facilities or an installation in excess of
or different than those normally installed, or if such excess installation is required by local
ordinance, the total estimated additional cost, based on standard underground residential
construction (URD) cost, shall be paid by the Applicant as a contribution-in-aid-ofconstruction. This contribution shall be in addition to any other service connection fee or
contribution required under these "General Terms and Conditions”. If the Applicant for a
horizontally connected townhouse project requests that a service connection be provided to
each unit, the primary distribution within the property will be provided at no cost and the fee
will be based on the service lateral to each unit. To determine the length of the service
lateral, the primary distribution feeder, or probable location thereof, will be considered to be
the property line.
When an existing Customer increases the main disconnect capacity, a modified service
connection, if required, shall be furnished and installed by the Company at no cost to the
Customer for a normal service connection, provided the type of service connection (i.e.
overhead or underground) and the point of service connection remains the same (or is
modified solely to meet the requirements of local authorities). A modified service
connection is not considered required if the existing service connection, in the judgment of
the Company, is adequate to meet the Customer's electrical requirements. If the Customer
requests that the required modified service connection be of a different type or to a different
point, the Customer shall pay the estimated cost of the modified service connection less the
estimated cost of furnishing and installing an adequate service connection of the existing
type to the existing point. Relocation or alteration of a service connection or meter at the
Customer’s request when an increase in service connection capacity is not required will be
done at the Customer's expense.
Where an existing service connection is modified, relocated or altered, or in other special
circumstances, the Company will accommodate reasonable incidental requests by the
Applicant or Customer to install the service connection around (or to restore if disturbed)
existing improvements on the premises (such as patios, driveways, or ornamental shrubs
or lawns); but the additional work to accommodate such incidental requests shall not be
normal service and the estimated additional cost shall be borne by the Customer. The
Company may refuse any such incidental request when, in the sole judgment of the
Company, the request is for work requiring specialized equipment or skills or is unusually
extensive.

2. Temporary or Construction
The Applicant shall pay to the Company a contribution-in-aid-of-construction, in the amount
of the total estimated cost of furnishing and installing the Company-supplied temporary
connection facilities and removing or abandoning the connection, less the salvage value of
the material returned. However, the Applicant shall pay only the estimated labor cost to
install and remove transformers. Where sufficient secondary distribution capacity exists to
supply temporary or construction services, flat sum charges may be available. Where
temporary facilities for which contributions have been made are retained in place for the
permanent service connection to the premises, the Applicant shall receive appropriate
credit against the contributions, fees and purchase price payable (under subsections (1)
above or (3) below).

3. Commercial-Industrial
The Applicant shall pay to the Company a connection fee in the amount of the estimated
cost to the Company of furnishing and installing those electrical and other components
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supplied by the Company for the normal portion of the Applicant's service connection which
are classified in Accounts No. 369, 370 and 371 of the Uniform System of Accounts
(excluding meters and meter testing), plus the estimated cost of service connection poles,
manhole frames, covers or grates (if any) supplied by the Company. The Applicant shall
make a contribution to the Company for the total estimated cost of constructing that portion
of the service connection which does not meet the Company's criteria for a normal service
connection (including the cost to design and build the structural service connection facilities
and transformer and transformer switch manholes not furnished by the Applicant).
Where an existing service connection is modified or replaced, the Customer shall make a
contribution to the Company for the total estimated cost of any alterations by the Company
for the Customer to those service connection facilities for which a fee or contribution to the
Company would apply if supplied as part of a new service connection.
If in the opinion of the Company no space is available for a normal low voltage service
connection pursuant to Section 10.b (3), then a one-time credit against service connection
fees or contributions shall be allowed for (1) the initial service connection to a new building,
or (2) the initial increase in capacity of an existing service connection for which no previous
credit was extended. This credit will only be applicable where the new or increased low
voltage service connection requires the construction of a new manhole (or newly adapted
space inside the building) for the Company's transformer and/or associated protective
equipment. This one time credit shall be the lesser of (1) the estimated current cost to the
Company of constructing a typical 6 feet by 18 feet transformer manhole, (2) if the service
transformer is not located inside the building, the estimated cost to the Company of
constructing the most expensive new transformer manhole for that service connection, or
(3) the sum of the Applicant's or Customer's service connection contributions and fees with
respect to the new or increased service connection.

4. Change In Class of Service
Where the Applicant requests a class of service available but different from that designated
by the Company under Section 10.b above, the Applicant or Customer shall make a
contribution to the Company for the additional cost incurred by the change. This
contribution shall be in addition to any other service connection fees or contributions
required under these "General Terms and Conditions."
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11. EXTENSIONS OF THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
a.

General
When the existing distribution system must be extended to reach the service connection
or connections (see Section 10 -- SERVICE CONNECTIONS), the extension will be
made in accordance with the following requirements. Contributions-in-aid-of-construction,
including taxes, shall be calculated as for service connections (Section 10.e) in
accordance with the costs specified below.

1.

For a residential service connection the extension will normally be made
underground, at no cost to the Applicant, provided such extension does not
exceed 200 feet from the point of connection with the existing distribution system.
If an underground extension in excess of 200 feet is necessary, the Applicant
may be required to contribute the estimated difference in cost of underground
and overhead construction. An overhead extension, if permitted, will be made at
no cost to the Applicant.

2.

Any temporary extension of the distribution system necessary to reach a
temporary service connection shall normally be considered part of the service
connection. A permanent extension installed, for example, to supply a temporary
Customer in the course of constructing a permanent structure which will require
service, shall be made in accordance with the policy applicable to the structure(s)
to be served.

3.

To reach a commercial-industrial Applicant, the extension along public highways
will be made at no cost to the Applicant, except where land use is restricted to
the Applicant or is otherwise unavailable for further development or where, in the
judgment of the Company, no other Customers will be served from the extension.
Where such exceptions exist, the Applicant will contribute the estimated cost of
the extension. (See Section 12.b)

4.

Where, due to the manner in which a subdivision is developed, the Company is
required to construct an underground electric distribution system through a
section or sections of the subdivision where service will not be connected for at
least two (2) years, then the Company may require the Applicant to make a
reasonable deposit to cover the non-developed section or sections before
construction is commenced.

5.

(a)

The deposit, without interest, shall be returned to the Applicant on a
proportional basis per lot as each new Customer in the originally nondeveloped section or sections receives its permanent service connection.

(b)

Any portion of a deposit remaining unrefunded ten (10) years from the
date the Company is first ready to render service from the extension will
be retained by the Company.

The Applicant shall furnish the Company suitable permits, rights-of-way or
easements, including land surveys if required by the Company, for all distribution
extension facilities located on private property.
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b.

Revised Customer Requirements
In the event that the Company, relying upon the service requirements specified by the
Applicant, designs, furnishes and/or installs distribution facilities and then, due to the
Applicant's or Customer's revised requirements, some or all of such Company designed
distribution facilities are not required or are replaced with less than two (2) years in
service, the Applicant or Customer shall make a contribution to the Company for the
Company's estimated cost incurred to design, furnish, install and remove such facilities,
as the case may be, less credit for salvage or other Company use in place.
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5.D

General Terms And Conditions – Maryland

The following pages contain an excerpt from the General Terms and Conditions for Furnishing Electric
Service in Maryland.

10.

SERVICE CONNECTIONS
a.

General
The Company's practice shall be to provide service connection facilities which, in its
judgment, will assure to the Applicant or Customer safe, adequate and reasonable electric
service to meet his/her requirements commensurate with accepted industry standards and
practices.
A service connection will normally include those facilities installed, by the Applicant or the
Company, on private property or within the vertical projection of the outermost structural
component of the facility served, to the first terminal point for each service location at or in the
building or facility to be served (including facilities deemed necessary by the Company to
interconnect existing or future customers adjacent to the premises being served) as well as
those facilities installed elsewhere and dedicated to connecting the Company's common
distribution system to the point of interconnection with the Customer's equipment (at the
termination of the Company's service conductors)
A normal service connection will be supplied in accordance with subsections a. through d. of
this Section. The Company, upon request, to the extent reasonably practicable will supply a
service connection in excess of or different from a normal installation consistent with the
Company's practice set forth above ("Customer Plan'). Applicants shall furnish and install
those items specified and shall contribute toward the Company's cost of furnishing and
installing its facilities as specified in subsection e. of this Section.
All facilities installed by the Applicant which will be used to enclose, protect, support or
provide termination for Company-owned facilities shall be approved by the Company.
Any relocation or alteration of Company-owned facilities may be made only with the approval
of the Company and shall be at the expense of the party requesting the change or who is
responsible therefore, if such change is occasioned by:
1. A request for relocation or alteration of such facilities, or
2. Structural changes on the premises served, or
3. Other private construction work being performed (or to be performed) which jeopardizes
the safe and normal operation of existing electric facilities in the area.
When service to a premises is discontinued, the Company will leave any or all of its service
connection facilities in place, if permitted to do so, when in the opinion of the Company the
facilities are reasonably protected and are likely to be used again at that location within a
reasonable time. Service connection facilities will be removed (or, if underground, abandoned
at the option of the Company) upon request of the owner or other proper party.
In determining the size of the facilities to provide the requested service, the Company will
take into consideration in developing its Plan information provided by the Customer, including
the sizes and types of electrical loads ID be operated at the premises and benchmark data at
other locations operated by the Customer. In addition, the Company will consider data from
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similar types of facilities located on its system, data shared by other utilities, and the location
of the facilities in relation to other facilities and loads. All factors taken into consideration in
developing the Company's estimate will be provided to the Customer upon request where it is
possible to do so without violating customer confidentiality.
If -the projected demand of the service connection requested by the Customer ("Customer
Plan") is in excess of the projected demand of the Company Plan, the customer will pay the
difference in cost between the Company Plan and the Customer Plan as well as being
subject to the charges specified in Excess Facilities – Rider "EF" and the provisions of
Section 11 of the General Terms and Conditions. The contribution in aid of construction may
be paid as a lump sum or through the Facilities Charge in the applicable M-GT or GT tariff.
Under the terms of Rider EF, a contract demand will be set equal to the difference between
the projected kilowatt demand of the Customer Plan and the Company Plan. This contract
demand will be billed at the appropriate rate in Rider EF. Five years from the date that the
facilities were installed, the Company will refund to the Customer a prorated amount of the
construction cost paid by the Customer associated with those excess facilities and the
amount collected through Rider 'EF". The prorated refund will be the greater of zero or the
amount calculated using the following formula, but not greater than 100 percent of the
amount paid by the Customer:

(kWavg - kWcomp)

× (CIAC + EF)

(kWcust - kWcomp)
Where:
KWavg

= average of the 12 highest billing demands during the five year period

KWcomp = KW load projected by the Company
KWcust

= KW load projected by the Customer

CIAC

= contribution in aid of construction

EF

= amount paid under Rider EF

A written contract with a minimum term of 5 years will be required for Customers taking
service under Rider "EF'. This contract will be for delivery service only, and will in no way
obligate the Customer to take Standard Offer Service or full requirements service from the
Company. In the event that the Customer terminates service earlier than five years from the
installation date the Customer will be responsible for making any remaining payment
pursuant to the Facilities Charge in the applicable M-GT or GT tariff in a lump sum.

b.

Type of Service Provided
Service connections are categorized according to the structure served or purpose of the
connection. These categories may not be the same as the classifications of customers for
rate schedule and billing purposes. The categories of service connections and type of service
available in each category are:

1.

Residential
Structures within this category shall include single family structures, town house
structures and multi-family structures (other) of not more than four dwelling units per
address and having a total load that will not exceed a demand (as determined by the
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Company) of 400 amperes at 120/240 or 120/208 volts single phase. Should the
electrical demand from a structure containing more than one dwelling unit exceed the 400
ampere limit, it shall be treated as "Commercial-Industrial" for purposes of service
connection policy regardless of the rate schedule applicable to such service. For
purposes of this section a dwelling unit is a building or portion thereof arranged or
designed for occupancy by rot more than one family for living purposes and having
cooking facilities.
Each residential structure within this category shall be provided an individual service
connection. The class of service will normally be single phase, three wire, 60 Hertz
(cycles per second), 120/240 volts or 120/208 volts.
For residential services, the Company's service conductors shall terminate at the meter
or main disconnect device if served from underground lines, or at the house rack or
bracket if served from overhead lines. The Company's terminal equipment for service to a
mobile home shall be permanently mounted near the mobile home's permanent
foundation and not on any part of the mobile structure. For new residential construction,
the normal service connection will be supplied underground and will terminate at the
corner or along the face of the structure closest to the distribution system.

2.

Temporary or Construction
Service connections within this category shall include those used for construction
purposes regardless of duration, and any service connection the duration of which, in the
judgment of the Company, is not of a permanent nature.
Temporary service connections will normally be low voltage and may be either overhead
or underground. The Company will terminate its equipment in a manner appropriate to
the type of service requested; provided, the Company will not install a temporary service
connection directly to mobile equipment.

3.

Commercial-Industrial
This category shall include all service connections not specifically covered by the
"Residential" and "Temporary or Construction" categories.
The class of service to be supplied the Customer or Applicant will be designated by the
Company.
The service conductors will terminate at the Customer's service equipment or the meter
connection equipment, whichever is the first terminal point for each service location at or
in the Customer's building or facility to be served; except, where the Applicant furnishes
service cable in place for overhead service, the Company's facilities will terminate at the
point of attachment. These locations must be approved by the Company. The normal
point of service connection shall be as close as practicable to the point of entry into the
building served, as designated by the Company. Service cable will normally be installed
underground unless the Applicant's premises are such that the construction of
underground lines would serve no esthetic purpose.
When electric service is supplied at high voltage delivery levels (13.2 kv or above)
primary cables will be furnished and installed by the Company, extending from its main
lire facilities to the Customer's main disconnecting device located at such a point as shall
be determined by the electrical and architectural design of the building or project and
approved by the Company.
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When electric service is furnished at secondary voltage delivery levels, transformers (and
associated protective equipment furnished by the Company to protect its own equipment)
are normally installed on transformer pads on private property external to the building.
Where there is no space on private property external to the building, the transformers and
associated protective equipment will normally be installed within the building in a room
furnished by the Applicant to meet Company specifications. The Company at its option
may supply the building from transformers located outside the private property and
beyond the vertical projection of the outermost structural component of the facility served,
and will do so if no other alternative is available; such service shall not be considered
normal.
c.

Ownership
Facilities furnished by the Company shall remain the property of the Company regardless of
the payment of any contribution in aid of construction with regard to such facilities. Facilities
for a normal service connection will be furnished as follows:
1.

Residential
The Company will furnish, install and maintain the required service connection facilities
including the meter. The Company will furnish the meter socket for installation by the
Applicant, provided that all electrical connections in the meter socket, both line and load,
will be made by the Company. The Company may also furnish conduit to the Applicant
for installation by him at his cost for his use under driveways, patios, sidewalks, walls or
other obstructions or in advance of paving. Where the Applicant desires meter mounting
equipment different from that furnished by the Company, the Applicant may furnish and
install such equipment if approved by the Company.

2.

Temporary or Construction
The Applicant may at his option provide the design and any or all other facilities normally
provided by the Applicant, subject to Company approval, for a commercial-industrial
service connection. The Company will furnish, install and maintain all other service
connection facilities provided, except that the Applicant shall install the meter mounting
device furnished by the Company, and the Applicant shall furnish and install any current
transformer cabinets required.

3.

Commercial-Industrial
The Applicant shall design, furnish and install, subject to Company approval, and own
and maintain all structural components (poles, trench, conduit, pads, manholes, rooms,
raceways, lighting, ventilation, drainage, etc.) located on private property or within the
vertical projection of the outermost structural components of the building to be served,
required inside or outside the building to house or protect or support Company-owned
electrical components. The Company will make available for purchase, for the Applicant
to install, own and maintain, manhole frames, covers and grates for manholes needed for
Company use which identify the manholes with the Company.
Company service connection facilities located neither in public space nor space
dedicated for utility use nor pursuant to an appropriate and proper easement will be
relocated or removed or abandoned upon proper request by the owner of the property, or
upon failure of the Customer served to furnish an easement, right of way or permit
needed to supply service to the Customer when required by the Company. If relocation of
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the affected portion is not permitted by all affected property owners, or if such suitable
easement, right -of- way or permit is not furnished, the Company will remove or abandon
the existing service connection facilities at Company expense and, where permitted, will
install a new service connection at the expense of the Customer served. If relocation of
the affected portion is permitted, the existing service connection facilities will be relocated
to the extent necessary at the expense of the Customer served; provided, that a new
service connection may be installed at the option of the Company, at the expense to the
Customer of the estimated cost of the proposed relocation or the new service connection
whichever is less.

d.

Charges For Service Connections
The Applicant or Customer shall pay to the Company the fees or contributions in aid of
construction specified below for normal and additional service connection installations and
alterations thereto. Such fees or contributions are non-refundable.

1.

Residential
The Applicant shall pay to the Company a standard service connection fee for the supply
and installation of a normal service connection, based on the full average estimated cost
per connection of all residential service connections of the same subclass designed for
construction during the most recent three-year period available. This fee shall be updated
annually for each subclass calculated as follows: The full average estimated cost is equal
to the total estimated cost (installed) to the Company of those normal residential service
connection facilities designed for the subclass during the data years which are classified
in Accounts No. 369. 370 and 371 of the Uniform System of Accounts (excluding meters
and meter testing), as estimated at the time of design by the Company, divided by the
number of such service connections (adjusted for multiple and joint applications). For
purposes of this section, the three residential subclasses shall be Single Family
Detached, Townhouse and Other. Single Family Detached means a residential structure
containing only one dwelling unit, entirely separated from any other building or structure
by space on all sides. Town house means any residential structure having individual
dwelling units separated from other units by firewalls or firestops, each unit having an
individual entrance from the outside. Other means any residential structure defined in this
Section (see subsection 10.b(1)) other than a Single Family Detached Structure or a
Townhouse Structure.
Beginning October 1, 2004. the service connection fee for Single Family Detached
dwellings shall be $987, the fee for Townhouses shall be $608 and the fee for MultiFamily dwellings of four or fewer units shall be $444 per unit.
If the Applicant requests that the Company provide facilities or an installation in excess of
or different than those normally installed, or if such excess installation is required by local
ordinance, the total estimated additional cost shall be contributed by the Applicant. This
contribution shall be in addition to any other service connection fee or contribution
required under these "General Terms and Conditions." The corner of the building nearest
the point at which the distribution system enters the property to be served will be
considered the normal point of service connection. For new residential construction, the
normal service connection will be supplied underground and will terminate at the corner
or along the face of the structure closest to the distribution system. For a change in point
of service for standard direct buried type construction, this additional contribution will be
the weighted average installed cost per foot of cable required. For other types of
construction, the contribution will be based on the design requirements.
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When an existing Customer increases his main disconnect capacity, a modified service
connection, if required, shall be furnished and installed by the Company at no cost to the
Customer for a normal service connection, provided the type of service connection (i.e.
overhead or underground) and the point of service connection remains the same. A
modified service connection is not considered required if the existing service connection,
in the judgment of the Company, is adequate to meet the Customer's electrical
requirements. If the Customer requests the required modified service connection be of a
different type or to a different point, the Customer shall pay the estimated cost of the
modified service connection Iess the estimated cost of furnishing and installing an
adequate service connection of the existing type to the existing point. Relocation or
alteration of a service connection or meter when an increase in service connection
capacity is not required, when done for the Customer, will be done at the Customer's
expense.
Where an existing service connection is modified, relocated or altered, or in otter special
circumstances, the Company will accommodate reasonable incidental requests by the
Applicant or Customer to install the service connection around (or to restore if disturbed)
existing improvements on the premises (such as patios, driveways, or ornamental shrubs
or lawns); but the additional work to accommodate such incidental requests shall not be
normal service and the estimated additional cost shall be borne by the Customer. The
Company may refuse any such incidental request when, in the sole judgment of the
Company, the request is for work requiring specialized equipment or skills or is unusually
extensive.

2.

Temporary or Construction
The Applicant shall pay to the Company the total estimated cost of furnishing and
installing the Company-supplied connection facilities and removing the connection, less
the salvage value of the material returned: provided, the Applicant shall pay only the
labor cost to install and remove transformers. Where sufficient secondary distribution
capacity exists to supply temporary or construction services, flat sum charges may be
available.

3. Commercial-Industrial
The Applicant shall pay to the Company a connection fee in the amount of the estimated
cost to the Company of furnishing and installing those electrical and other components
supplied by the Company for the normal portion of the Applicant's service connection
which are classified in Accounts No. 369, 370 and 371 of the Uniform System of
Accounts (excluding meters and meter tasting), plus the estimated cost of service
connection poles, manhole frames, covers or grates (if any) supplied by the Company.
The Applicant shall contribute to the Company the total estimated cost of constructing
that portion of the service connection which does not meet the Company's criteria for a
normal service connection. The Customer shall contribute to the Company the total
estimated cost of any alterations by the Company for the Customer to those Company
service connection facilities far which a fee or contribution to the Company would apply if
supplied as part of a new service connection. See also Sections 3.c and 9.d regarding
charges for the commencement or restoration of service.
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4. Change In Class of Service
Where the Applicant requests a class of service available but different from that
designated by the Company under Section 10.b above, the Applicant shall contribute the
additional cost incurred by the change. This contribution shall be in addition to any other
service connection fees or contributions required under these 'General Terms and
Conditions.'
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11.

EXTENSIONS OF THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
a. General
When the existing distribution system must be extended to reach the service connection
or connections (see Section 10 — SERVICE CONNECTIONS), the extension will be
made in accordance with the following:
1.

To reach an Applicant for a residential service connection the extension will normally
be made underground, at no cost to the Applicant, provided such extension does not
exceed 200 feet from the point of connection with the existing distribution system. If
an underground extension in excess of 200 feet is necessary, the Applicant may be
required to contribute the estimated difference in cost of underground and overhead
construction. An overhead extension, if permitted, will be made at no cost to the
Applicant.

2. Any temporary extension of the distribution system necessary to reach a temporary
service connection shall normally be considered part of the service connection. A
permanent extension installed, for example, to supply a temporary Customer in the
course of constructing a permanent structure which will require service, shall be
made in accordance with the policy applicable to the structure(s) to be served.
3. To reach a commercial-industrial Applicant, the extension along public highways will
be made at no cost to the Applicant, except when the extension is made where land
use is restricted to the Applicant or is otherwise unavailable for further development
or where, in the judgment of the Company, no other Customers will be served from
the extension. Where such exceptions exist, the Applicant will contribute the
estimated cost of the extension.
4.

Where, due to the manner in which a subdivision is developed, the Company is
required to construct an underground electric distribution system through a section or
sections of the subdivision where service will not be connected for at least two years,
then the Company may require the Applicant to make a reasonable deposit to cover
the non-developed section or sections before construction is commenced.
(a) The deposit, without interest, shall be returned to the Applicant on a proportional
basis per lot as each new Customer in the originally non-developed section or
sections completes his permanent service connection.
(b) Any portion of a deposit remaining unrefunded ten years from the date the
Company is first ready to render service from the extension will be retained by
the Company.

5.

The Applicant shall furnish the Company suitable permits, rights-of-way or
easements, including land surveys if required by the Company, for all distribution
extension facilities located on private property.
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12.

CHARGES FOR RETAIL CUSTOMER BILLING AND CONSUMPTION DATA
REQUESTS**
a. General
The Company provides 12 months of historical non-interval usage data on each
customer's monthly billing statement free of charge.

b. Additional Requests for Usage Data in Electronic Format
1.

2.

Historical Consumption Request - Non-interval Date*
(a)

Charged on all usage requests except those associated directly with an
EDI enrollment transaction.

(b)

12 months of consecutive monthly data is provided for each account
included in a request.

(c)

$110 per request (covers first 100 accounts). $1.00 will be charged for
each account requested above 100 accounts.

(d)

Consumption data may be available for up to the last 24 months of
usage history.

(e)

Requests must be in an EXCEL compatible format.

Historical Consumption via EDI - Non-interval Data*
(a)

Charged on all usage requests via EDI except where the usage request
is associated directly with an EDI enrollment transaction.

(b)

Requesting entity must have successfully completed EDI testing with the
Company prior to making the request.

(c)

Last 12 months of consecutive usage data will be provided.

(d)

Each account usage request will be billed at S.54.

* The first three requests per customer per year are not subject to the fees stated herein.
** These charges apply to customers requesting data or other parties requesting customer data with
customer consent.
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3.

Historical Consumption Request - Interval Data*
(a)

For each month of account interval usage provided the customer will be
charged $8.00.

(b)

Usage cannot be provided beyond Ihe last 24 months of billing date.

(c)

Charged m all usage requests except those associated directly with an
EDI enrollment transaction.

(d)

Requests must be in an EXCEL compatible format.

* The first three requests per customer per year are not subject to the fees stated herein.
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13.

STANDARD OFFER SERVICE
a. General
The Maryland Public Service Commission regulations governing the provision of
Standard Offer Service (SOS) are stated in COMAR 20.52 Electric Standard Offer
Service and contained in this section of the Company's General Terms and Conditions.
The Company provides Standard Offer service if the Customer:
a)

is not eligible to receive electric supply from an alternative electricity supplier;

b)

contracts for electricity with an electricity supplier and it is not delivered;

c)

cannot arrange for electricity from an electricity supplier;

d)

does not choose an electricity supplier;

e)

chooses standard offer service; or

f)

has been denied service by an electricity supplier.

For the service periods for each type of SOS described in this section (excluding Type III
Large Customer Service and Hourly Priced Service), Customers may move between
SOS and competitive electricity suppliers.
For the service periods for each type of SOS described in this section, no fee is charged
when changing service providers.
For the service periods for each type of SOS and Type III Large Customer Service
described in this section, there is no minimum contract term applied when changing
service providers.
Existing Customers of record that do not select a competitive electricity supplier at the
beginning of the SOS period, shall receive SOS.
New accounts shall receive SOS for the first billing period and until the Customer selects
competitive electricity suppler.
The regulations governing the provision of SOS, Type III Large Customer Service and
Hourly Priced Service (HPS) for Customers served on the Company's various Rate
Schedules are stated in this Section.
Residential SOS. Type I SOS. Type II SOS, and Type III Large Customer Service and
HPS are subject to the terms and conditions of the Company’s tariffs and the Maryland
Public Service Commission regulations. If tariff provisions conflict with Commission
regulations, the regulations shall be controlling.
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b. Residential SOS
All Residential Customers are eligible for Residential SOS. For Customers served on
Schedules '"R" and "R-TM '.the Company will provide Residential SOS service from July
1, 2004 through May 31, 2008.
Service may be denied for the reasons stated in COMAR 20.50.04.01-2 – Denial of
Application for Residential Service and stated in the Company's tariffs.

c. Type I Non-Residential
For Customers served on Schedules -GS", "T”, "SL", "TN”, "EV”, and "OL", Pepco will
provide Type I Non-Residential SOS from July 1, 2004 through May 31, 2008.
Service may- be denied for the reasons stated in COMAR 20.50.04.01-2 and stated in
the Company's tariffs.

d. Type II Non-Residential
For Customers served on Schedules "MGT LV II'' and "MGT 3A II" whose PJM capacity
peak load contribution is less than 600 KW, the Company will provide Type II NonResidential SOS from July 1, 2004 through May 31, 2006.

e. Type III Large Customer Service
For Customers served on Schedules "MGT LV III- and "MGT 3A III” whose PJM capacity
peak load contributions are greater than or equal to 600 KW and Customers served on
Schedules "GT LV", "GT 3A", and “GT 3B", the Company will provide Type III Large
Customer Service from July 1, 2004 through May 31, 2005.
Customers eligible for Type III Large Customer Service are also eligible for an hourly
priced service option, Hourly Priced Service (HPS) described below.
A Customer eligible for Type III service that is taking fixed price service from the
Company at the start of the Company's Type III service period shall receive Type III
Large Customer Service unless the Customer provides notice to the utility of its election
to take Hourly-Priced Service. A Customer must provide notice to the Company of its
selection, in writing or electronically at least thirty (30) days prior to the start of the initial
Type III service period.
A Customer that receives Type III service may not switch directly from Type III large
Customer Service to Hourly-Priced Service during the Company's Type III service period.
Subject to the Company's Customer enrollment rules and tariffs, Type III SOS Customers
may leave and return to SOS at any time without penalty.
A Customer that takes service from a competitive electricity supplier during the
Company's Type III service period shall be eligible for Type III Large Customer Service or
Hourly-Priced Service if their service with a competitive electricity supplier is terminated.
A Customer shall provide notice of their election to the Company in accordance with the
time periods specified in the Company's Supplier Coordination Tariff switching rules. If a
Customer fails to make an election to receive either Type III Large Customer Service or
Hourly-Priced Service, in writing or electronically, the Customer shall be assigned to the
Company's Hourly-Priced Service. Such a Customer may elect at any time to switch to a
competitive electricity supplier.
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All Customers receiving Type III Large Customer Service shall be switched to HourlyPriced Service at the end of the Type III service period for such Customers, unless they
elect to receive electricity service from a competitive electricity supplier.

f.

Hourly Priced Service (HPS)
For Customers served on Schedules 'MGT LV III'' and "MGT 3A III' whose PJM capacity
peak load contributions are greater than or equal to 600 KW and Customers served on
Schedules •”GT LV”, '"GT 3A'", and "GT 38" the Company will provide Hourly Priced
Service (HPS) from July 1, 2004 through at least May 31, 2006. HPS is a variable priced
service option, where the rates change hourly.
A Customer eligible for Type III service that is taking hourly price service from a utility at
the start of the utility's Type III service period shall receive Hourly-Priced Service unless
the Customer provides notice to the utility of its election to take Type III Large Customer
Service. A Customer must provide notice to the Company of its selection, in writing or
electronically at least thirty (30) days prior to the start of the Type III service period.
A Customer that receives Hourly-Priced Service may not switch directly from HourlyPriced Service to Type III Large Customer Service during the Company's Type III service
period.
If a Customer that is eligible for Hourly-Priced Service is taking service from a competitive
electricity supplier, and the competitive electricity supplier fails to deliver power as a
result of supplier default (as defined by PJM), supplier bankruptcy, or Commission action,
the Customer shall receive Hourly-Priced Service. Such a Customer may elect at any
time to switch to Type III Large Customer Service or to a competitive electricity supplier.

g. Customer Termination of Standard Offer Service and Switch to a Competitive
Electricity Supplier
A Customer may leave standard offer service and obtain electricity from a competitive
electricity supplier.
Notice shall be provided by the competitive electricity supplier to the Company of the
Customer's switch to a competitive electricity supplier. The notice shall be subject to and
effective in accordance with Commission-approved supplier coordination tariffs.
When transferring out of standard offer service, if the Company receives notice of an
enrollment transaction from a competitive electricity supplier no less than seventeen (17)
days before the Customer's next regularly scheduled meter read date, the Company shall
transfer the Customer on the Customer's next regularly scheduled meter read date.
If the Customer's notice of an enrollment from a competitive electricity supplier provides
less than seventeen (17) days notice of the Customer's exit from standard offer service,
the transfer dale shall be the second regularly scheduled meter read date after the date
of the notice.

h. Customer Termination of a Competitive Electricity Supplier and Switch to Standard
Offer Service
When transferring to standard offer service, if the Customer provides the Company with
notice more than seventeen (17) days before the Customer's next regularly scheduled
meter read date, the Company shall transfer the to standard offer service on the
Customer's next regularly scheduled meter read date.
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If the Customer provides notice less than seventeen (17) days before the next regularly
scheduled meter read date, the Company shall transfer the Customer to standard offer
service on the second regularly scheduled meter read date following the date of the
notice.
If the Customer is subject to an involuntary transfer to standard offer service, the
Customer shall receive standard offer service effective on the date on which PJM
transfers responsibility for supplying that Customer's electricity to the standard offer
service provider.

i.

Termination of Service by Standard Offer Service Provider
Terminations of standard offer service shall be carried out in accordance with the
provisions of COMAR 20.31.

j.

Calculation of Bill for transfers
A Customer's billing cycle begins and ends on a meter read date.
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5.E

Customer Design Drawings
Customer Design Drawings are available as separate documents and are not contained
within the body of this manual.
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5.F

Standard Drawings
Standard Drawings are available as separate documents and are not contained within the
body of this manual.
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